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Abstract. A minimally 1-factorable cubic bigraph is a graph in which every 1-factor lies
in precisely one 1-factorization. The author investigates determinants and permanents of such
graphs and, in particular, proves that the determinant of any minimally 1-factorable cubic
bigraph of girth 4 is 0.
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1. Preliminaries
We assume that every graph is simple unless diﬀerently stated.
Every r-regular bigraph G with bipartition sets V1 = {a1, a2, . . . , an} and
V2 = {b1, b2, . . . , bn} gives rise to a square matrix A of order n in the following
way:
(A)ij :=
{
1 if aibj is an edge of G ;
0 otherwise
The matrix A is referred to as the adjacency matrix of G. Since the bigraph
G is r-regular, A has precisely r 1’s in each row and column. Conversely, every
square {0, 1}-matrix A of order n with precisely r 1’s in each row and column
represents an r-regular bigraph of order 2n.
The adjacency matrix A of an r-regular bigraph G depends on the choice
of the labelling of the vertices in V1 and V2. Every matrix obtained from A by
permuting independently rows and columns still represents the same graph G.
Therefore,
det(G) := |det(A)| and per(G) := per(A)
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are important algebraic invariants for the classes of adjacency matrices repre-
senting one and the same r-regular bigraph. Recall that the permanent per(A)
of a matrix A is deﬁned by
per(A) :=
∑
π∈Sn
a1,π(1) . . . an,π(n).
In general, one has 0 ≤ det(G) ≤ per(G). Therefore, an r-regular bigraph with
det(G) = per(G) is called det-extremal, cf. [2].
An r-factor of a graph G is an r-regular spanning subgraph. Hence, a 1-
factor or a perfect matching is any set of edges in which each vertex appears
precisely once. A 1-factorization of G is a partition of the edge set of G into
1-factors.
It is well known that:
(i) Every 1-factorization of a κ-regular bigraph corresponds to a decomposi-
tion of the adjacency matrix in a direct sum of κ distinct permutation matrices.
(ii) Each 1-factor F of a graph G corresponds to a permutation submatrix
of the (reduced) adjacency matrix of G.
(iii) The permanent of an r-regular bigraph G equals the number of the
1-factors of G.
A Corollary to the famous P. Hall Marriage Theorem [3] says that:
Corollary 1. Every r-regular bigraph G has a 1-factor and every 1-factor
can be completed to a 1-factorization of G.
This, in turn, gives rise to the following:
Deﬁnition 1. An r-regular bigraph G is called minimally 1-factorable
if every 1-factor of G lies in precisely one 1-factorization of G.
All 1-regular and 2-regular bigraphs are minimally 1-factorable, whereas this
is no longer true for r-regular bigraphs with r ≥ 3. The Heawood graph H (i.
e. the ﬂag graph of the Fano Plane Γ(PG(2, 2))) is an instance of a minimally
1-factorable cubic bigraph (cf. [2]). In [2] has been proved that minimally 1-
factorable r-regular bigraphs exist only for r ≤ 3.
Deﬁnition 2. The valency of a 1-factor F of an r-regular bigraph G is the
number of distinct one-factorizations of G that contain F .
2. Hamiltonian Circuits
The following Lemma has been proved in [2]:
Lemma 1. Let G be an r-regular bigraph and F a 1-factor of G having
valency 1. Then, the removal G\F is an (r − 1)-regular bigraph with precisely
one 1-factorization.
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The above Lemma can be sharpened into:
Corollary 2. Let G be a cubic bigraph and F a 1-factor of G.
(i) The removal G\F is a 2-factor of G.
(ii) If F has valency 1, the removal G\F is a Hamiltonian circuit of G.
(iii) If the removal G\F splits into at least two distinct circuits, then F has
valency ≥ 2. In this case, G is not minimally 1-factorable.
Proof. (i) Complete F to a 1-factorization F , F2, F3 of G. The edges of
the removal G\F are just the edges in F2 ∪ F3. So F2 ∪ F3 induce a 2-regular
spanning subgraph of G.
(ii) The removal G′ := G\F is a 2-factor, i. e. a union of a number t of disjoint
circuits of even length. If one had t ≥ 2, the graph G′ would have more than
one 1-factorization; in fact, a ﬁrst 1-factorization of G′ is obtained by colouring
the edges of every circuit alternatively, say red and blue; a distinct second 1-
factorization is obtained by exchanging the colours red and blue in one, and
only one, circuit and leaving the colours invariant in all the other circuits. This
contradicts Lemma 1. Hence, t = 1, i.e. G′ is a single circuit passing through all
vertices of G; thus G′ is a Hamiltonian circuit of G.
(iii) The ﬁrst statement of (iii) is logically equivalent to (ii). Clearly, a 1-
factor of valency ≥ 2 implies that G is no longer minimally 1-factorable. QED
3. Signatures of 1-factorizations
Deﬁnition 3. Let G be a cubic bigraph of order 2n.
(i) For a ﬁxed labelling of the vertices in V (G), every 1-factor F of G can
uniquely be represented by a permutation π ∈ Sn. We deﬁne the sign of the
1-factor F to be the sign of the permutation π.
(ii) Let F1, F2, F3 be a 1-factorization of G. For a ﬁxed labelling, represent the
1-factor Fi by the permutation πi ∈ Sn, i = 1, 2, 3. Let si be the sign of the
permutation πi. Deﬁne the signature of this 1-factorization to be the number
|s1 + s2 + s3|.
Remark 1. The sign of a 1-factor depends on the choice of the labelling
for the vertices, whereas the signature of a 1-factorization does not depend on
this choice. The range for the signature is the set {1, 3}.
Proposition 1. Let G be a cubic bigraph. Then, every two 1-factors of
valency 1 belonging to the same 1-factorization have the same sign.
Proof. Let F1, F2, F3 be a 1-factorization of G and suppose that both
F2 and F3 have valency 1. By Corollary 2, since F3 has valency 1, the 2-factor
F12 := F1∪F2 is a Hamiltonian circuit of G. We may choose a suitable labelling
for the vertices of G in such a way that F12 turns out to be the sequence of
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vertices
a0b0a1b1 . . . an−1bn−1
with aibi ∈ F1 and ai+1bi ∈ F2 (indices taken modulo n). This labelling gives
rise to a reduced adjacency matrix A = (aij) of order n with aij = 1 if, and only
if, ai+1bj+1 is an edge of G. The 1-factor F1 corresponds to the entries 1 in the
main diagonal of A and it is represented by the identical permutation. The 1-
factor F2 corresponds to the entries 1 in positions (i, i−1), i = 2, . . . , n as well as
(1, n). Hence F2 is represented by the permutation ρ with orbit (n n−1 . . . 2 1).
The 1-factor F3 corresponds to the remaining n entries 1 in position (i, π(i)) for
some permutation π ∈ Sn acting on the index set {1, . . . , n}. Since the entries
1 in the main diagonal make up the ﬁrst 1-factor, π has no ﬁxed points in
{1, . . . , n}. Should π decompose {1, . . . , n} into more than one orbit, say
(1 π(1) π2(1) . . . πr−1(1)) (a π(a) . . . )
for some r < n− 1 with a /∈ {1 , π(1) , π2(1) , . . . , πr−1(1)}, then
a1, bπ(1), aπ(1), bπ2(1), . . . , aπr−2(1), bπr−1(1), aπr−1(1), b1
make up a circuit of length 2r < 2n (in fact the edge a1b1 ∈ F1 closes the
circuit). This, however, contradicts the fact that the 2-factor F13 := F1 ∪ F3
is a Hamiltonian circuit (F2 having valency 1). Therefore, π has a single orbit
(1 π(1) π2(1) . . . πn−1(1)). Hence, π and ρ have the same sign. QED
Note that the sign of π (and hence ρ) is positive or negative if n is odd
or even, respectively, whereas the sign of the identical permutation is always
positive. Hence, one has the following:
Corollary 3. Let G be a cubic bigraph of order κ. If G admits a 1-factoriza-
tion all of whose 1-factors have valency 1 then κ ≡ 2mod 4, or, equivalently, the
(reduced) adjacency matrix A of G has odd order.
This, in turn, can be sharpened to the following:
Corollary 4. Let G be a cubic bigraph of order κ. If G is minimally 1-
factorable then κ ≡ 2mod 4.
A further consequence of the Proposition 1 is the following:
Corollary 5. Every 1-factorization of a minimally 1-factorable cubic bi-
graph has signature 3, i. e. all its 1-factors have either sign +1 or −1.
Theorem 1. Let G be a minimally 1-factorable cubic bigraph of girth 4.
Then det(G) = 0.
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Proof. Let the bipartition of G be given by V (G) = V1 ∪ V2 and choose a
labelling of the vertices of G such that Q has vertices a1, a2 ∈ V1 and b1, b2 ∈
V2 and edges aibj with i, j = 1, 2. Let A be the (reduced) adjacency matrix
corresponding to this labelling.
By Corollary 2, the edges of Q are 3-coloured with respect to every 1-fac-
torization of Q; in fact, should Q be 2-coloured with respect to a 1-factorization
F1, F2, F3, say E(Q) ⊆ F1∪F2, then F1∪F2 would fall into at least two distinct
circuits and G would be no longer minimally 1-factorable.
Since G is minimally 1-factorable, we can write down a complete list of all
pairwise distinct 1-factorizations, say F (i)1 , F
(i)
2 , F
(i)
3 with i = 1, 2, . . . , f :=
per(G)/3; for each i, we may choose the indices j of F (i)j such that F
(i)
1 is the
1-factor containing two edges of Q, whereas F (i)2 is the 1-factor containing the
edge a1bk of Q for some k ∈ {1, 2}.
We consider a generic 1-factor F (i)1 : This 1-factor is represented by a permu-
tation submatrix of A with entries 1 in positions (1, σ(1)), (2, σ(2)), (3, ρ(3)),
. . ., (n, ρ(n)); σ is either the identity or the permutation (1, 2), whereas ρ is a
permutation on the set {3, . . . , n}. Thus, the 1-factor F (i)1 is characterized by
the permutation π = σρ = ρσ.
Clearly, the permutation π′ := (12) π = π (12) characterizes a distinct
1-factor F of G which still contains two edges of Q, i.e. F = F (k)1 for some
k ∈ {1, . . . , n}\{i}. This gives rise to a ﬁxed-point-free involution ι := i ←→ k(i)
on the index set {1, . . . , n}. Since sign(π (12)) = − sign(π), the list of the 1-
factors F (i)1 splits up into two subsets of equal size, one half with positive sign,
the other one with negative sign. Since G is minimally 1-factorable, Corollary 5
implies that the two lists of 1-factors F (i)2 and F
(i)
3 split up accordingly.
Therefore per(G)/2 1-factors of G give a contribution +1 to det(G), whereas
the remaining per(G)/2 1-factors give a contribution −1. Hence det(G) = 0.
QED
In general the converse is not true. In fact, there are cubic bigraphs with de-
terminant 0 which are either not minimally 1-factorable (e. g. the R2-Hexagon-
R2 graph) or minimally 1-factorable with girth ≥ 6 (cf. [2, 6]).
A computer check on all known small examples of minimally 1-factorable
cubic bigraph leads us to conjecture that a minimally 1-factorable cubic bigraph
G has either det(G) = 0 or det(G) = per(G).
In particular, a det-extremal cubic bigraph is not necessarily minimally 1-
factorable. In fact, the graph G′ by H. L. Dorwart and B. Gru¨nbaum on 44
vertices [1], has det(G′) = per(G′) = 6144 but it is not minimally 1-factorable,
since its order is not ≡ 2 mod 4
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